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Synthesis of Very Sharp Hilbert Transformer Using the
Frequency-Response Masking Technique

Y. C. Lim and Y. J. Yu

Abstract—Frequency translation of audio signals requires the use of very
sharp Hilbert transformer if the low frequency components are to be faith-
fully translated. Unfortunately, the order of a very sharp Hilbert trans-
former is very high, resulting in very high arithmetic complexity. The fre-
quency-responsemasking (FRM) technique has been used very successfully
for greatly reducing the complexity of extremely sharp halfband filters.
There is a very close relationship between a halfband filter and a Hilbert
transformer. In this correspondence, we propose to synthesize a very sharp
Hilbert transformer using the FRM technique via the synthesis of a very
sharp halfband filter.

Index Terms—FIR digital filter, Hilbert transformer, frequency-re-
sponse masking.

I. INTRODUCTION

The frequency-response masking (FRM) technique [1]–[23] has
been used very successfully for the synthesis of very sharp filters with
very high computational efficiency. In order to simplify notation, we
will ignore causality (which can be restored easily by introducing
appropriate delays) by assuming that all filters are zero-phase filters.
In the classical FRM technique [1], the z-transform transfer function
H(z) of a filter is synthesized as a system of subfilters as in

H(z) = HMa(z)Ha(z
M) + (1�Ha(z

M))HMc(z) (1)

where Ha(z
M) is the z-transform transfer function of a filter derived

by replacing each delay of a prototype band edge shaping filter by
M delays. The functions HMa(z) and HMc(z) are the z-transform
transfer functions of the masking filters. The synthesis structure for (1)
is shown in Fig. 1.

II. HALFBAND FILTER SYNTHESIZED USING THE FRM TECHNIQUE

In [4], a method for the synthesis of halfband filter using the fre-
quency-response masking technique was proposed. For the purpose of
defining the notations used in this correspondence, the essential points
in [4] are summarized as follows. LetHa(z) be the z-transform transfer
function of a prototype unity-gain halfband band edge shaping filter
given by

Ha(z) =
1

2
+A(z): (2)

Let the length of HMa(z) be 2K + 1. Thus, HMa(z) may be written
as

HMa(z) = hMa(0) +

K

k=1

hMa(k) z
k + z

�k
: (3)
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Fig. 1. Structure of a filter synthesized using the FRM technique. The transfer
function “1” may be replaced by z�� to restore causality.

Fig. 2. Structure for synthesizing a halfband filter using the FRM technique.

Define the z-transform transfer function B(z) and C(z) as in (4) and
(5), respectively.

B(z) =hMa(1)(z+ z
�1) + hMa(3)(z

3 + z
�3) + � � � (4)

C(z) =hMa(0) + hMa(2)(z
2 + z

�2)

+ hMa(4)(z
4 + z

�4) + � � � : (5)

Substituting (4) and (5) into (3), we have

HMa(z) = B(z) + C(z): (6)

In [4], HMc(z) is given by

HMc(z) = 1�HMa(�z): (7)

From (6) and (7), and noting thatB(�z) = �B(z) and thatC(�z) =
C(z), we have

HMc(z) = 1 +B(z)� C(z): (8)

Substituting (2), (6), and (8) into (1), we have

H(z) =
1

2
+B(z) + A(zM)(2C(z)� 1): (9)

The halfband transfer functionH(z) synthesized using (9) is shown in
Fig. 2, whereM is odd.

III. DERIVING THE HILBERT TRANSFORMER

FROM THE HALFBAND FILTER

A Hilbert transformer may be derived from a unity-gain halfband
filter by subtracting the constant 1/2 from its transfer function and then
modulating the remaining coefficients by ejn�=2; the effect of this ac-
tion on the frequency response is shown in Fig. 3. This will produce an
odd-length Hilbert transformer with a passband gain of 0.5. For an odd
length Hilbert transformer, every other one of its impulse responses is
zero; an even length Hilbert transformer may be derived by dropping
these zero coefficients.
The transfer function of the Hilbert transformerHH(z) is given by

HH(z) = 2B(jz) + 2A(jMzM)(2C(jz)� 1): (10)
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Fig. 3. Frequency response of a Hilbert transformer derived from a halfband
filter.

Fig. 4. Structure of a Hilbert transformer implemented using the FRM
technique.

The implementation structure is shown in Fig. 4.
In (10), the transfer functionsA(jMzM),B(jz), and 2C((jz)�1)

may be written as

A(jMzM) = j � A0(z) (11a)

B(jz) = j �B0(z) (11b)

2C(jz)� 1 = j � C0(z) (11c)

where A0(z), B0(z), and C0(z) are zero phase z-transform transfer
functions. Thus, HH(z) may be written as

HH(z) = j �HH0(z) (12)

whereHH0(z) is a zero phase z-transform transfer function. The factor
j in (12) represents the 90� phase shift of the Hilbert transformer.
The factor j arises because a zero phase H(z) [see (1)] is used in the
derivation. The factor j does not exist if a causal halfband filter is used
as the prototype filter. Consider using the causal halfband filter with
linear phase z-transform transfer function z�oddH(z) as the proto-
type filter. After replacing z with jz, the z-transform transfer function
of the Hilbert transformer will become

(jz)�oddHH(z)

= j � z
�odd(2B(jz)+ 2A(jMzM)(2C(jz)� 1))

and will not have the factor j; the required 90� phase shift is inherent
in the transfer function.

Fig. 5. Frequency shifter is inserted to suppress oscillation due to acoustic
feedback.

TABLE I
COEFFICIENT VALUES OFHa(z)

TABLE II
COEFFICIENT VALUES OFHMa(z)

IV. EXAMPLE

A problem often encountered in an acoustic feedback system is oscil-
lation due to feedback. Such oscillation can be suppressed by inserting
a frequency shifter into the system, as shown in Fig. 5. The frequency
shifter shifts the frequency by an adjustable amount ranging from 0 to
5 Hz. A shift of 2 Hz produces no noticeable distortion to most people.
The implementation of the shifter requires a sharp Hilbert transformer
if low-frequency components must also be faithfully shifted.
In a particular system, the application required a Hilbert trans-

former with the following specifications: sampling rate = 32 kHz,
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Fig. 6. Frequency response plots for the Hilbert transformer derived from
the halfband filter whose impulse responses are shown in Tables I and II.
(a) Passband response plot. (b) Frequency response expanded to show the
transition band.

lower band edge = 100 Hz, peak ripple magnitude = 0:0001. These
requirements correspond to a Hilbert transformer with transition
width 0:003 125fs, where fs is the sampling frequency. The esti-
mated length of a direct form Chebyshev optimum design meeting
the specification was 803.

Using the FRM technique, the prototype halfband filter has transition
width 0:006 25fs. The coefficient values for a design with M = 7

are shown in Tables I and II. The frequency response of the resulting
Hilbert transformer is shown in Fig. 6. The FRM technique reduces
the number of multipliers by a factor of 3 when compared with the
Chebyshev optimum design.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A new method for the synthesis of very sharp Hilbert transformer
using the FRM technique is presented. The FRM technique produces
significant reduction in hardware complexity when the transition width
is narrow.
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